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ON THE CONTINUITY OF THE NEMITSKY
OPERATOR INDUCED BY A LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS MAP

ROBERTA MUSINA

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Let / € R —> R be a Lipschitz continuous function, and let

fi be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space R" . For every exponent p e

[1, +oo[, the composite map T, = fou maps the Sobolev space W 'p{ÇI,Hl  )

into W 'p(Cl, R ). In the scalar case, namely, when A^ = 1 , the operator

Tf is continuous from W' 'p(f2, R*) into Wx 'p(il, Uk). In this paper we

illustrate a counterexample to the continuity of the operator T, in the case

where N > 1 . In the last part of the paper we give some sufficient conditions

for the continuity of Tf , and we conclude with some examples.

Introduction

Let /: RN -> Rk be a Borel function of the Euclidean space RN into Rk . Let

« be a map defined on a bounded domain Q, of Rn into K . The Nemitsky

operator associated with / is defined by Tu = f ou, and it maps measurable

functions into measurable functions.

In case / is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on RN , the Nemitsky operator

T maps the Sobolev space Wl'p(Q,RN) into W['P(Q, Rk), and

(0.1) ||/o M - /(O) 11^..,^ n*, < Lipí/JIlMll^i.^n^^j,

where Lip(/) is the Lipschitz constant of /. In this introduction we restrict

our attention to the case 1 < p < oo. Using (0.1) and the continuity of /,

we immediately get that the operator T is sequentially continuous with respect

to the weak topologies in the domain and in the target space. In this paper

we investigate the continuity properties of the operator T with respect to the

W' 'p-norms. For a reference to this problem see Steffen [10, p. 104].

When / has continuous first-order partial derivatives, then the chain rule

holds:

(0.2) V(/o u) = V/(m) • Vu almost everywhere on Q,
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and, since the map Vf(u) is continuous in u, the continuity of T follows im-

mediately. Clearly enough, when / is not a C1 function on R , the above ar-

gument can not be used all over again. Nevertheless, in the scalar case (namely,

when TV = 1 ), the chain rule (0.2) still holds, and the operator T is continuous

from WUp(Q,R) into WUp(Cl, Rk).

Theorem 0.1. For every Lipschitz continuous function f:R-+R , the associated

Nemitsky operator is continuous from W 'p(Çl,R) into W 'p(fl,R ).

The chain rule (0.2) and Theorem 0.1 were first proved by Marcus and Mizel

[7], [8]. We refer also to [3] and [4] for different proofs.

When u is a vector-valued function, the chain rule (0.2) is no longer true.

Recently, Ambrosio and Dal Maso have proved [1] a general chain rule for

distributional derivatives of the composite map fou, where / is Lipschitz

continuous and u has bounded variation (see Lemma 2.1 below). When u e

W{ 'P(Q,, R ), from this chain rule we infer that in the general case the deriva-

tives of the composite function fou can be expressed by means of a Borel

function of u and Vu which is neither linear nor continuous in Vu. For this

reason in the general case a continuity result for the operator T is completely

hopeless.

In § 1 we shall illustrate a counterexample which shows that, in general, the

operator T is not continuous if TV > 1 and / is only Lipschitz continuous.

In §2 we look for sufficient conditions on / which assure the continuity of

the associated Nemitsky operator. The continuity criterion stated here applies,

for instance, to Lipschitz continuous maps on R^ which have continuous first

order derivatives outside a closed singular set S having empty interior.

Our results involve a suitable notion of a tangent space Ts to the singular

set S. More precisely, for every point u0 in S, we define

^ ,   x      Í      ™a, ,.    dAUr, + hx)       \
Ts(u,) = l{xeR IJim-^-¿«0j,

where ds(-) denotes the Euclidean distance from the set S. Roughly speaking,

in order to have the continuity of the Nemitsky operator associated with a

Lipschitz continuous map f e C (R \S, R ), we only need a sort of "good

behavior" of Vf(u) • t, when u £ S and u —> u0 e S, for every tangent

direction i to S at the point u0.

The class of maps considered above attracts our interest essentially for two

reasons. First, Lipschitz continuous maps which are smooth off a small singular

set are quite frequently in use (see the examples in §3). Second, the map / of

the counterexample in § 1 belongs to this same class. From this viewpoint, the

criterion we present here indicates what is really responsible for the continuity

of the Nemitsky operator associated with a Lipschitz continuous map on R   .

We conclude the paper with a few additional examples, in §3.

Notation. For fiel" open and bounded and for p e [1, oc[, we denote by

Wl'p(Q, RN) the space of N-tuples of functions in  Wl'p(iï, R), endowed
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with the usual weak and strong topologies. If C is a closed subset of R   , the

class

Wl'p(Q, C):={ue rVUp(Çi,RN)\u(x)eC fora.e. x e fi}

is closed in the weak topology of Wl 'P(Q, RN).

Let E be a subset of R^. We denote by Lip(£, R ) the class of uni-

formly Lipschitz continuous maps from E into R , and for every map / e

Lip(.E, R ), we denote by Lip(/) the Lipschitz constant of / on E.

For any open subset A of R^, we shall denote by Cl(A, R ) the class

of maps /: A —> R which are continuously differentiable on A such that the

maps / and its gradient Vf have continuous extensions /, Vf to the closure

A of A.

In what follows, g will always denote a Lipschitz continuous map defined

on R , and T' u := g o u is the associated Nemitsky operator. Then the oper-

ator Tg maps the Sobolev space Wl'"(Q, RN) into WUp(Q,Rk). This fact

is well known (see for example [9]), and it can easily be proved by approxi-

mating g with a sequence of Lipschitz functions of class C . For a given

Lipschitz continuous function / defined on a subset E of R , the associ-

ated Nemitsky operator maps WUp(Çl,Ë~) into W['p(Q,Rk). To see this, we

take an extension g e Lip(R*\ Rk) of /. Since Tg maps Wl'"(ÇÏ, RN) into

W 'p(Çl, R ), and since T =Tf, the conclusion easily follows.

1. A COUNTEREXAMPLE

The main ideas for the construction of the counterexample are due to Gianni

Dal Maso.

We shall construct a Lipschitz continuous map /: R —> R whose associated

superposition operator 7\ is not continuous on Sobolev spaces. Actually, the

map / we are going to construct could not be said to be too irregular. On the

contrary, it has some nice properties, such as the following:

(a) / is everywhere differentiable;

(b) / is continuously differentiable outside the singular set S = {0} x R ;

and

(c) f(z) = 0 and Vf(z) = 0 for every point z in the singular set.

The only defects of Vf arise along the tangent directions to the singular set;

that is the partial derivatives of / along the tangent directions to S are not

continuous on R . Actually, this is the only true obstruction to the continuity

of Tf. In fact, as we shall see in §3, in the class AAA" of all Lipschitz continuous

maps g on R   which are continuously differentiable outside the set S such

that g = 0 on S, the condition

(1.1) lim —g(x,y) = 0       VyeK
x—o oy
x¿0
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is necessary and sufficient for the continuity of the Nemitsky operator T (see

Example 3.1).

Let us now try to describe the shape of the map / in the counterexample.

For x =¡¿ 0 fixed, the map y —► f(x, y) oscillates with a period tx which goes

to zero as x —► 0. Since / has to be Lipschitz continuous, the maximum

variation of the map y -* f(x, y) must be of the same order as tx . About the

dependence on the variable x, we shall define / in such a way that for every

y e R fixed, the zeros of the map x —> f(x, y) accumulate at 0. Since / has

to be Lipschitz continuous, the amplitude of oscillations of /(•, y) is forced to

go to 0 as x —> 0. Moreover, the dependence on the variables x and y has to

be balanced in such a way that the resulting function / does not verify (1.1).

For every positive integer h, we set Ih =]^A, \[, and we define the se-

quences ah = lh(h + 1) and bh = Ih + 1. These two sequences are chosen

in such a way that bh/ah is the barycentre of the interval Ih . Now we fix any

function q> e C™(R) such that

suppp Ç ]- 1, 1[, (p(0) = 1.

The map / is defined by:

fix  y)= [ Tk9{ah\x\-bh)sin(ahy)     if |x| 6 7„

\ 0 if x = 0.

Notice that, if <p(ah\x\ - bh) ^ 0 for a point x / 0 and for a positive integer

h , then we get (bk—\)a~ < \x\ < (bh + l)a^1, that is, |x| e Ih . This shows that

the map / is well defined on R and is of class C°° outside the set {0} x R.

We notice that

(1.2) \f(x,y)\<\xf V(x,y)€R2,

and hence we can easily check the continuity of / on R . Moreover, for every

x ^ 0 and for every y e R it results

<J2^^ah\x\ - bh)cos(ahy)\ ̂  \\<p\\L°°,
h

^ J2 \v\ah\x\ - bh) sin(ahy)\ < ||/||L~ .
h

Since the derivatives of / are bounded, we infer that / is Lipschitz continuous

on R2, and Lip(/) < \\<p\\ci . In addition, we notice that / is differentiable at

every point (0, y), and by (1.2) we get A/(0, y) = 0 for every yeM.

In order to show that T, is not continuous on Sobolev spaces, we consider

the sequence uh in C°°(R, R ) defined by

uh(t) = (bh/ah,t).

Notice that uh -> u in  C°°(R, R2) where u(t) = (0, t), and in particular

¿A^
«A*-»
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uh —» u in Hlof(R, R ) for every exponent p . On the other hand, (fouh)(t) =

A sin(aht) —► 0 pointwise, and

jt(f°uh)(t) = cos(aht).

Since ah —> -foe , we have that the sequence j¡(f °uh) does not have almost-

everywhere-convergent subsequences, and hence it does not converge in

Lfoc(R,R2).
This completes the proof of the counterexample.

2. Some sufficient conditions

In the following, we shall look for some simple continuity criterion for the

operator Tf associated with a Lipschitz continuous map defined on R^ . The

main tool will be the following chain rule, which is due to Ambrosio and Dal

Maso [1].

Lemma 2.1. Let g e LipiR*, Rk), and let w e WUp(Çl, RN). Then, for

almost every x eSl, the restriction of g to the affine space

Aw,vw:={y = (yl>---> yN) e »V = »'(*) + ( W(x), z) for some z e Rn}

is differentiable at w(x), and for every coordinate Xj in R" we have that

(2.1)        A-(gow)(x) = V(g\AwJ(w(x))--^w(x)   a.e.inQ.

We shall first consider the case of a Lipschitz continuous map /: E -*■ R

defined on a subset E of R   . The map / admits a unique Lipschitz contin-

uous extension f:E—>R  , but in the following it will be often convenient to

make a distinction between the map /: f-»!4 and its extension /:£->!*.

Let g : R   —► R   be any Lipschitzian extension of / to R    (see, for example

differentiable almost everywhere on R   .In particular, for almost every u e R

and for every x e RN, there exists the partial derivative of g at u in the

[6, p. 202 and Theorem 2.10.43]). By Rademacher's Theorem, the map g is

differentiable almost everywhi

and for every x e RN, ther

direction x, i.e., there exists

(2.2) Dg(u,T) = timg{u + h?-g{u).
h->0 h

We denote by 3!(Dg) the set of pairs (u, x) e R   x R    for which the limit in

(2.2) exists. In this way we have defined a map

Dg: 3¡(Dg) ÇRiixRif-»Ri,

Let u0 be any point in the interior of E, and let x e R   .If (w0, t) e 31 (Dg),

then the map / is differentiable at uQ along the direction x, and the vector

Df(u0, x) = lim
h—>0

f(u0 + hx)-f(u0)
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is equal to Dg(u0, x). Our aim is to define Df(u0, x) for points u0 e dE

and for some privileged directions x which will be described as the tangent

directions to dE at u0.

We first introduce a convenient notion of a tangent space to an arbitrary set

S in R . For any subset 5ÇR , we denote by ds the Lipschitz continuous

function

ds(w) = Infug5 \u - w\.

Suppose now that 5 is closed, and fix a point u0 in S. We shall say that a

vector x eRN is a tangent vector to 5 at u0 if

ds(u0 + hx)
hm sup -a—V-.- = 0.

The set of all tangent vectors to 5 at uQ will be called the tangent space to S

at u0, and it will be denoted by Ts(u0)

rr, ,   x      Í        if...    dJun + hx)
Ts(u0) = |t e RN\ hm SAAL-1 = 0

We notice that Ts(u0) is a closed cone, and it is symmetric with respect to the

origin. Looking at Ts as a multivalued map Ts: S —> AA°(RN), it is natural to

consider its graph

G(Ts) = {(u, x)eSxRN\xe Ts(u)}.

In order to justify this definition, we observe that Ts(u0) coincides with the

tangent space of differential geometry if S isa C1 manifold without boundary;

if dS is not empty and u0 e dS, then Ts(u0) is the tangent space to dS at u0

in the sense of differential geometry. For further comments about the concept

of tangent space and of tangent cone we refer to [2, Chapter 7, p. 492].

Remark 1.1.

(i)  Ts(u0) Ç closure of [JM0 ̂  •

(ii) If u0 belongs to the interior of 5, then Ts(u0) = RN .

(iii) If u0 is an isolated point in S, then Ts(uQ) = {0} .

We notice that the condition: Ts(uQ) jí {0}, forces the set S to be a little

regular at the point u0e S, since for every nonzero tangent vector x e Ts(u0),

we have that the restriction of the function ds to the line {u0 + A}AeR is

differentiable at X = 0.

Now we go back to the map / e Lip(Zs, R )  and to its extension  g e

Lip(R#, Rk). We set 3(Df) = 2¡(T)g) n [(E x R*) u G(TdE)] ; that is,

3f(Df) = {(u, x) e E x RN\u e E or x e TgE(u)} n3t(Dg).

For every pair (u,x) e 3¡(Df), we define

Df(u,x) = Dg(u,x).
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In the next lemma we show that the above definitions do not depend on the

choice of the extension g, and hence for every (u, x) e 3(Df) the vector

Df(u, x) can be seen as the partial derivative of / at the point u in the

direction x.

Lemma 2.3. The set 3(Df) and the map Df: 3i(Df) -* Rk do not depend on

the extension g of f. In addition, for every u e E the set {x eR \(u, x) e

3(Df)} is closed, and the map x -> Df(u, x) is continuous at every point of

its domain.

Proof. The map / extends in a unique way to the closure of E. We denote
o       N

again by / the extension. Let (u, x) be any fixed pair in (E x R  ) u G(TdE).

We can suppose that u e dE and x e T9E(u).  By Remark 2.2(i), we have

that for every sequence AB -» 0, there exists a sequence xn —> x such that

u + hnxn e dE. From g(u + hnxn) = f(u + hnxn), we find

g(u + hnx) - g(u)     f(u + hnxn)-f(u)

h. h
<Lip(g)|T-T„|.

This proves that

(2.3) Df(u,x)=      lim      /(" + **'>-/(.<)
A-.0,t^t rt

u+hxAdE

(whenever this limit exists), and completes the proof of the first part of the

lemma. In order to prove the second part, it suffices to note that for every

u, x, x e RN and for every h ^ 0,

g(u + hx)-g(u)     g(u + hx')- g(u)
<Lip(g)|i-T |,

where Lip(g) denotes the Lipschitz constant of g on R . Hence it follows

that, for every fixed point u eRN , the set {t G R^K«, t) g 31 (Dg)} is closed

and the map x —> Dg(u, x) is continuous at every point of its domain. The

conclusion readily follows from the definition of Df and of 3(Df).   D

In the following, we shall use the lemma by Ambrosio and Dal Maso in order

to relate the derivatives of V/1 '''-functions to the notions just introduced.

Lemma 2.4. Let w be a function in Wl'p(Çl, RN) and let S be a closed subset

ofRN.
Then for every j = I, ... , n we have

d__ _,_.,.Al     ,..._,...._..        _-i,
-w(x) e Ts(w(x))    for almost every x e w    (S).

Proof. We define v(x) := ds(w(x)). Then v e WXo/(Çl, RN) since ds is

Lipschitz continuous on RN. By a result on Sobolev spaces (for example [6],

Theorem 3.1.6), we have that Vv(x) = 0 almost everywhere on A ({0}),
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and since w l(S) Ç v '({0}), the lemma follows by applying Lemma 2.1 with

f = ds.   O

From Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 we immediately get the next corollary:

Corollary 2.5. Let E be a subset of RN, and let f e Lip(E ,R) be a given

function. Then for every map u e W 'p(il, R ), there exists a subset Çlu of Q,

having zero Lebesgue measure, such that

I u(x), -q^-u(x) ) e 3r(Df)    for every x e Q\QU,

— (fou)(x) = Df f u(x), -q — u{x) I     for every x e £l\Çlu

and for every coordinate x. in Rn .

We are now in position to state the continuity criterion. Let / G Lip(£, R )

be a given function defined on a subset E of RN. For every finite partition

(!?,•),•_,     j of £ into subsets Ei, we set

Proposition 2.6. Let f e Lip(£', R ) be a given function and let (EA)i=x     s be a

finite partition of E. Assume that for every index i the map Df : 3(Df) —> R
o        N

is continuous at every point of its domain 3(Df) ç (E i x R  ) u G(TdE ). Then

the Nemitsky operator associated with f is continuous from W 'p(Cl,E) into
WUp(Q,Rk).

Proof. We fix a sequence (un)n in W 'P(Q, E) such that un —► u strongly in

Wl'p . In order to prove the continuity of T,, we have to show that / oun ->

fou in W 'P(Q,R ). Actually, it suffices to prove that (for a subsequence)

(2.4) V(/o un) —> V(/o u) almost everywhere in Q..

In fact, using the Lipschitz continuity assumption on /, and using the general-

ized Lebesgue's Theorem, we first get /°w„ —> f°u in Lp(Çl, R ). Moreover,

we can extend / to R^ to get

|V(/oKB)|<Lip(/)|V«„|    a.e. on Q

(compare with (2.1)), and hence the proof of Proposition 2.6 will follow from

(2.4) and from Lebesgue's Theorem.

Since un -+ u in W 'p(Ci, R ), we can find a null subset Q0 of £2 such

that

(2.5) un(x)-*u(x)      VxGfi\n0,

(2.6) —un(x)^—u(x)       Vx G Q\Q0 and V; = l,...,n.
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For simplicity, we first assume that s = 1 ; that is, we assume that the map Df is

continuous on its domain. We can assume that the null set fi0 contains the sets

Qu , Qu   for every n > 1 (compare with Corollary 2.5). We first get that, for
n

every x G Í2\H0 and for every j = 1,...,«, the sequence (un(x), 577"„(*))

belongs to 31 (Df) and converges to (u(x), -^-u(x)) e 3(Df) by (2.5) and

(2.6). Thus, the assumption on / gives

Dflun(x), 0]¿-"„(■*)) -^Dflu(x), —u{x)\      for every ;' = 1, ... , n,

which is equivalent to

Q^-(f°un)(x)-^j^-(fou)(x)     for every ; = l,...,n,

by Corollary 2.5. Since x is an arbitrary point in Q\Q0 , this proves the asser-

tion.

Now we prove (2.4) in the general case. We fix a coordinate x   in Rn . By a

result on Sobolev spaces, we get that for every map w e W 'p(ß, E) and for

every index i,

(2.7) JL(fow){x) = JL{f¡ow){x)     for a.e. x G «T1 (£,.).

Since the sets Ei cover E, by using (2.7), the continuity of Df, and the

arguments in the first part of the proof, we infer that for almost every x G Q,

there exist an index /'    and a subsequence un , such that u„ (x) e E.   for
■* "k "k 'x

every k, and

(2.8) ¿-(/o%)W = ~ifix^nk)(x) -* ¿-(/o,)(x).

Finally, since the limit in (2.8) does not depend on the subsequence un , we

can conclude that (2.4) holds, and the proposition is proved.   D

It can be proved that subsets E0 of E having zero 1-dimensional Lebesgue

measure can be neglected. This easily follows using the fact that, for every map

u G Wl'p(Çl, Ë), Vu = 0 a.e. on u~l(EQ).

Remark 1.1. Let E be an open subset of R^, and let / be a Lipschitz con-

tinuous function on E with / G C (E, R ). By definition, the gradient of /

has a continuous extension to the closure of E. In case the boundary of E is
0       N

smooth enough, it is clear that 3(Df) = (E x R ) u G(TdE), and

Vf(u)-x = Df(u, x) for every (u, x) e G(TdE).

In this case, the continuity of the Nemitsky operator 7\- is guaranteed by Propo-

sition 2.6.
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In case the open set E has the segment property, the continuity of the oper-

ator T was proved in [5].   □

Proposition 2.6 can be applied, for instance, when there exists a finite par-

tition (EAjj of E such that for every index i, the map f has a LipnC -

extension to an open neighborhood of Ei. In this case, we can also use the

following remark.

Proposition 2.8. Let f e Lin(E, R ) be a given map, and let /,,..., fs be a

finite collection of Lipschitz continuous functions on R which induce continuous

superposition operators on W 'p(Çl,R ). Assume that for every point u in a

dense subset of E there exists an index i with f(u) = fi(u). Then the operator

Tf is continuous from WUp(Çl,E~) into Wx'p(Çl,Rk).

Proof. Set Ej = {u e E: f(u) = f(u)}, in such a way that the closure of the

union of the sets E¡ covers the closure of E. We fix any sequence (u ) G

WUp(Çl,Ë) with un -» u in W1'"(Q,RN) for some map u e WUp(Q, Ë).

As was observed in the proof of Proposition 2.6, it suffices to show that, for a

subsequence (un)n, we have

ö—(/° u„)(x) -* ö—(f° u)(x)     almost everywhere on £2,

for every coordinate x in R" . We first observe that we can find a subsequence

(un)n such that for every i = I, ... , s it results

g—(fi ° "„)(■*) -* q—if,■ ° ")(•*)     almost everywhere on Q,

since the operators Ti are continuous on Sobolev spaces by assumption. Since

E is covered by the union of the sets Ei, Proposition 2.8 can be obtained by

the same arguments used in the proof of Proposition 2.6.   O

3. Some examples

The results we have listed in the previous section are quite flexible from the

point of view of the applications. In particular, there is a sort of freedom in

the choice of the domain E of the map /, since the conclusion we want to

achieve concerns only the closure of E. Hence, if it is more convenient, we

can substitute for E any set E' which is dense in E. This opportunity can be

useful in several situations, as in the following example:

Example 3.1. Let /: R -»1 be a Lipschitz continuous function, and assume

that there exists a set S C RN such that f e Cl(RN\S, Rk) and f = 0 on S.

In addition, we assume that, for every uQ e dS,

(3.1) Jim Vf(u) ■ x = 0    for every x e TdS(u0).

u¿dS

Then the operator T, is continuous from W 'P(Q., R ) into W 'P(Q,R ).
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Proof. The validity of the conclusion can be checked in many different ways;

for instance, we can use Proposition 2.6. To this extent, we define E to be the

complement of dS. From the assumptions we first get that the map Df is

continuous on the open set E x R .On the other hand, from (2.3) we infer

that

Df(u0, x) = 0    for every u0 e dS and for every x e TdS(u0).

The conclusion easily follows from (3.1) and from the continuity of the map

x —> Df(u, x) (compare with Lemma 2.3).   D

We recall that the tangent space to a closed set S reduces to {0} in points

where S is highly irregular. This means that as E becomes less regular, we

have to impose fewer hypotheses on the map /.

Example 3.2. Let f e Lip(RiV, R ) be a given map, and assume that f has

continuous first order derivatives outside a singular set S such that Ts(u) = {0}

for every u e S. Then the operator T, is continuous on Wx 'p(Çl, R^).

By Remark 2.2(iii), the result in Example 3.2 can be applied when the singular

set S is discrete. As a first application, we immediately get an easy proof of the

fact that the Nemitsky operator associated with the map z —► \z\ is continuous

from Wx'p(Çl, RN) into Wl-P(Q,R).

Combining the above remarks with Theorem 0.1, we can easily exhibit a large

number of examples. We limit ourselves to the following result, which can be

seen as a corollary of Example 3.2 or of Proposition 2.6, or it can be obtained

directly by using Proposition 2.8:

Example 3.3. Let gx, ... , gs be a finite collection of real-valued Lipschitz con-

tinuous functions of class Cl(R", R). Then the functions

Max£(•), Min^.(-)
i i

induce continuous Nemitsky operators on Sobolev spaces.

Let us now consider as an example the map

f rfr     if |z|> 1

( z     if |z| < 1.

In order to prove the continuity of the superposition operator associated with /,

we can argue in many different ways. For instance, we can apply the arguments

in Example 3.1 to the map /-Id. Since /-Id is identically zero on the unit

ball, it suffices to check the validity of (3.1). A second proof can be obtained

directly from Proposition 2.8, observing that the restriction of / to the open

ball and to its complement have C1 extensions to R   .

The same arguments can be applied in order to prove the continuity of the

superposition operators associated with the projections on smooth, convex sets.

For any closed and convex set K ç RN, -we denote by pK : RN -» K the

projection on K.
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Example 3.4. Suppose K is the closure of an open convex set with boundary of

class C . Then pK induces continuous Nemitsky operators on Sobolev spaces.

The arguments above lead also to the next example:

Example 3.5. Let E be the union of a finite number of open and convex sets

Ei with boundary of class C2. Then the distance map dE : RN -+ R induces

continuous Nemitsky operators on Sobolev spaces.

Proof. Let us set Ki = Ei. For the proof it suffices to observe that

dE(z) = Minuit (z) = Min \pK(z) - z\.

By Examples 3.2 and 3.4, the maps g¡(z) = \pK (z) - z\ induce continuous Ne-

mitsky operators on Sobolev spaces. The conclusion easily follows by applying

Proposition 2.8.   D

Actually, we can consider a larger class of convex sets. For example, we can

use Proposition 2.6 again in order to prove the continuity of the Nemitsky op-

erator associated with the projection on the convex envelope of a finite number

of points. The proof is quite elementary, once one has chosen a convenient

partition of R^.

The next corollary could be particularly useful in the applications. Let M

be a compact differential submanifold of R of class C . Thus, there exists a

real number e > 0, and there exist a Lipschitz continuous projection

n: AAU(M) = {z G RN\dM(z) <le}^M,

defined by

\xz-z\ =dM(z).

If M has empty boundary, the projection n is continuously differentiable on its

domain, and hence it induces continuous maps on Sobolev spaces. Now suppose

that M does not have empty boundary; thus dM is a differential manifold of

class C . In this case, the projection n is not everywhere differentiable, and

its singular set is precisely the (topological) boundary of

K~\dM) = {ue JAu(M)\ku e dM).

In this case, Proposition 2.6 leads to the following:

Example 3.6. Let M be as above, and let Q. Ç R" be a given bounded domain.

Then for every e small enough, the composite map Tu = n o u is continuous

from WUp(Çi,jAjM)) into Wl'p(Q,M).

Proof. If e is small enough, the map

kb : AAu(dM) = {ze RN\ddM(z) < le} - dM,

\ndz - z\ = ddM(z),
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is well defined on JVu(dM).  Moreover, it has continuous and bounded first

order partial derivatives on its domain. We set

Ex = {ze JVe(M)\tiz e M\dM} ,

and

E2 = interior of {z G JAe(M)\nz = naz e M}.

Since n\E = na , and n\E   has a C1 extension to a neighborhood of Ex by

our smoothness assumptions on M, Proposition 2.6 applies immediately.   D
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